
A DESCRIPTION OF DIFFERENT MUSIC GENRES PEOPLE PREFER TO

LISTEN

At other times, you might dislike someone because you hate his preferred music genre. A first example is the
well-known â€œMyers-Briggs Type Indicatorâ€• (MBTI). Most personality types listening to this genre are extraverted
and prefer.

Though some young people are fond of this style of music, it is not to everyone's taste. Beatles, Beatles vs. It
has a strong beat, is often repetitive, and is perfect for dancing to. King, or Stevie Ray Vaughan may
nevertheless hold a timeless appeal. The impulse to be â€” and the bold assertion that one simply is â€” the
Greatest of All Time is a common element for countless rappers, from Nas to Notorious B. Psychosocial
Psychology Music plays an important role in the lives of people all of the world, which is why many wonder
what individual factors might influence musical preferences. What The Research Says A number of studies
have found that musical tastes can actually be good predictors of personality traits, yet not all the research
agrees. They prefer to listen to Electronic Music  Improvisation is an important part of this style, that's why a
jazz song may sound a little different each time it is played. For many fans of their music, reggae is a force for
revolution, and Campaigners may fall squarely into this camp. Keep in mind that these are the results
published in only one study rather than being replicated and validated by a variety of researchers and different
study designs. Personality Traits Reggae attracted significantly more Extraverts than Introverts. It gives me
delight, pleasure and a sense of happiness. The most common feelings described from sad music were
nostalgia, peacefulness, and wonder, and openness to experience correlated positively with all these feelings.
Rap is a modern musical style where the singer speaks or shouts the words in time to music with a steady beat.
They also tend to rank high on the trait of openness to experience, one of the five major personality traits.
Considering that this is a pretty interesting topic, we at MusicStats. Not all research supports the idea that
personality traits play a role in determining musical preferences, however. After all, when you are absorbed by
the fabric of the universe, it is hard to notice tiny details in the weave, a condition that befalls Campaigners
more than most. For many Sentinels, travel time may be the only space that they truly feel comfortable
allowing music into their lives, because at any other time, music may be interpreted as a distraction from more
pressing matters. I find it tuneful and appealing. It reflects our moods and emotions. Perhaps this may be one
interpretation of why such genres are so popular among female music fans. Their favorite music seems to be
Pop music  For Executives, though, anarchy â€” even sublimated anarchy â€” is nothing to be venerated, so
much so that even their musical tastes may tend more towards songs of devotion than songs of upheaval. For
example, think of retailers and store owners. You might also consider listening to styles of music that you
don't normally prefer; research suggests that doing this may actually have a lasting impact on the brain. And
while Executives may have little knowledge of or interest in old-school rhymes, artists like Kanye West or
Drake may be simply too popular to ignore. Great Britain has produced more popular music stars than any
other country. As a result, harried Campaigners may prefer mellower strains of electronic music, such as that
produced by Daft Punk, Goldfrapp, or Portishead. Or it could simply be the inherent contentiousness of rock
as a whole, the rebellious spirit that defies categorization even as finer lines are drawn â€” either way, people
with the Debater personality type may have an elaborate set of justifications for why their bands are worthy of
inclusion in the pantheon of rock, while others should be condemned forevermore to the bargain bins of
history. Music appeals to our hearts and transforms our feelings. I find it fascinating and overwhelming. Many
of the new bands have been able to use the changes in technology to develop their music. I also like having
background music while I am working. People listen to music as a way to set the mood, to motivate a
workout, or even to gain inspiration. Some of them appeared long ago, and some are modern. Those scoring
high in agreeableness tend to have more intense emotional reactions to all types of music. There are a lot of
different kinds of music. Given that punk is a subgenre of rock, we may as well call Constant Improvers the
ultimate rock lovers. Print Print For a second, think generally of the music types that your friends listen to.


